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Blouse

Material: 8 oz. Yarn 130 yds. to oz.
1 Weave-It
1 Crochet Hook
Trimmings

Assemble as shown in diagram, sewing back to front for one square only on shoulder. Sew under arm square, one side to front of sleeve, the adjoining side to the front of the blouse, fold back and sew the third side to the back of the sleeve and the fourth side to the body of the blouse. Finish by a single crochet around the neck and bottom. Belt and cuffs are made of single square folded over.
SKIRT

Sew squares in strips and assemble as shown in diagram leaving open two squares at the top of one side. Ease in the other squares when joining each strip and press well. Turn up bottom strip and hem. Sew a tape around top and down both sides of opening. Do this on a sewing machine stitching several times and belt. Finish with snaps.

For individual sizes measure with a strip of squares the widest part of hips. Increase one square every other row for lower part and decrease one square each row to belt for upper part. Darts may be taken in the back and stitched down if necessary.

Materials: 7 oz. Yarn 130 yds. to oz.
1 Weave-It

RUSSIAN BLOUSE
Size 34-38

Back

Materials: 1 Weave-It
6 oz. Body Color, Glow Crinkle Yarn
1 " Trimming " "
1 " " " "
1 Bone Crochet Hook

Make on the Weave-It one hundred forty-six squares. Sew squares together in strips and strips into blocks as indicated above. Press each block. Sew front to back at shoulder seams A and B noting that two squares on the front are eased into one and one-half squares on the back. Press.
Sew sides together five and one-half squares from the bottom. Sew sleeves together leaving one-half square open at the bottom. Sew sleeve into openings C and D. For best results press after each joining. Turn under one-half bottom squares of the blouse and slip stitch. Gather with yarn the bottom of the sleeves to make a tight cuff and single crochet into gathering two rows of each trimming color making cuff. Single crochet around neck and opening rather tightly two rows of each trimming color. Fasten with snaps. Make belt by making chain of the desired length of one color. Single crochet two rows of same, four rows of second color and three of first color.

**KNITTING BAGS**

Materials: 1 Weave-It
6 1/2 ounce balls Germantown
2/3 yd. Lining Material
1 pr. Kiddy-Crafters Handles

Each of the designs shown requires three 1/2 oz. balls of each of two colors or two shades of the same color. The bag measures about 14 in. long by 10 1/2 in. deep.

Weave twelve squares of each color and sew together as shown in design chosen.

Make back and front alike and sew together at bottom. Press on right side with damp cloth. Sew up sides two squares from the bottom leaving third square open.

Cut lining material 21 in. long by 14 in. wide. Fold so ends meet with right sides together and sew up sides 6 1/2 in. from fold. Fold under raw edges about 1/4 or 3/8 of an inch and baste. Pin in place in bag and hem to bag being careful not to have stitches show on outside.

To sew to handles, thread needle with one strand of each color. Bring needle through first hole of handle leaving about 4 in. of yarn to fasten later. Pass needle through first two "bumps" of first square and back through first hole of handle. Pull tight and continue to second hole. Repeat always carrying yarn along on inside of handle and being sure to catch two "bumps" at each hole. Fasten yarn by knotting and cut. Then thread needle with end of yarn left at beginning and fasten to correspond.

Variations may be made by adding touches of embroidery and tassels, fringe, etc.

**PIllow**

Materials: 1 Weave-It
1 oz. Germantown, dark
1 " " light
1 12" Pillow

Weave ten squares of dark color and
eight squares of the light color. Assemble as shown above, making back and front of pillow identical. Sew back and front together at one side and press with damp cloth. Fold right sides together and sew up two of remaining sides and about 1 1/2 in. at each end of fourth side, leaving rest open to insert pillow. Turn right side out and press with damp cloth again. Insert pillow and sew opening together. Pillow may be decorated with embroidered flowers, tassels, cords, etc.

Note: In sewing back and front together be sure to use the same color of yarn as the squares.

BABY SWEATER

Materials: 1 Weave-It
1 pr. sm. Bone Needles
3 1 oz. Balls Germantown
Worsted

Weave twenty-six squares. Sew together as shown in the diagram leaving open between the heavy black lines for the neck. Finish neck with one row of single crochet.

Press with a damp cloth.

With right side toward you, pick up and knit as they are picked up, forty-eight stitches at lower edge (sixteen in each square). Knit two stitches, purl two stitches, for fourteen rows. Bind off loosely. Finish lower edge to correspond.

For the cuff, pick up and knit thirty-two stitches and knit two, purl two, for fourteen rows. Cast off loosely.

CHILD'S SWEATER
6-8 Yrs.

Materials: 1 Weave-It
3 oz. Brown Germantown
1 1/2 " Tan
1 1/2 " Ochre

Weave twenty-eight brown squares, fourteen tan squares and fourteen ochre squares. For the back sew two strips of four brown squares each together, then to that sew one strip of four tan squares, then a strip of four ochre squares. Do the same for the front except on the top row of
brown squares do not sew the two middle squares together. These will be turned back for reverses. Make sleeve of two strips of three brown squares, one strip of tan and one strip of ochre. Assemble by sewing one square of back to one square of front on each shoulder leaving open two squares in the center for neck opening. Sew up sides leaving open one and one-half squares at top for sleeve. Sew sleeve together and join to the sweater. Single crochet a tight band onto the sleeve making two rows of tan and three rows of ochre. Single crochet around the neck and around the reverses one row tan and one row ochre. Press back the corners of the open squares for reverses. Single crochet a chain of tan eighteen inches for lacing. Finish with tassels or pom-poms.

CHILD'S HAT & SCARF SET

1-2 yr. size

Materials: 1 Weave-It
1 pr. #4 Knitting Needles
4 oz. Germantown


Scarf: Weave twenty-eight squares and sew together as shown above. Gather ends and finish with tassel.

Note: For an older child, make hat of twelve squares and knit twenty rows for band around bottom. Scarf need not be changed.

BABY BLANKET

Materials: 1 Weave-It
4 oz. Pink Germantown Worsted
4 oz. White

Weave forty squares of each color. Assemble as shown in diagram. Press with a damp cloth. Finish with fringe at ends. A bit of embroidery adds to the appearance of the blanket.
ANGORA BABY BONNET

Materials: 1 Weave-It
1 oz. Angora
Satin ribbon

Weave nine squares. Sew eight squares together as shown. Gather long edge C and sew to three sides of the ninth square. Do one row of s.c. on long edge A. Turn edge A back on right side and catch to seam B. Make two rows of single crochet around neck edge gathering in slightly. Finish with ribbon pom-poms at sides.

SCARF

Materials: 1 Weave-It
1 oz. Yorkshire Worsted

Weave twenty-one squares. Assemble as shown in diagram. Turn points A, B, C, D, E, & F to wrong side and catch down before pressing to make neck edge straight.

A striking scarf can be made by com-bining two contrasting colors. Wind the first and second directions with one color, wind the third way and weave with the second color. This takes one ounce of each color but there is sufficient material left to make a small bag to match. When making this type of square it is advisable to change when half the required number of squares is completed and reverse the use of colors. Winding the first two directions takes a bit less yarn than winding the third and weaving.

AFGHAN

Material: 1 Weave-It
Germantown Worsted
4 oz. light color
4 " medium "
11 " dark "

Weave forty squares of the light color
chosen, forty squares of the medium color, and one hundred twenty-eight of the dark, making two hundred eight squares in all.

Assemble as shown in diagram.

**JACKET**

Sleeve

Collar  Back

Front

Material: 1 Weave-It
1 Bone Crochet Hook
11 oz. Germantown Worsted
  "  "  "  for crocheting

Make one hundred twenty squares and assemble as shown in the diagram.

Sew fronts to back at the shoulders for one and one-half squares leaving the center back square and half a square on either side of it open for neck. Sew underarm seams for three and one-half squares from bottom leaving two and one-half squares open for the armhole.

To sew on collar match ends to edges of fronts and center seam to center back. Sew to fronts for one square at each end and gather remaining neck to fit collar.

Sew seam in sleeve and sew into armhole matching one seam of sleeve to shoulder seam.

Finish with two rows of single crochet around collar, body, and sleeves.

Note: Press each section with a damp cloth before assembling jacket.

**BERET**

Material: 1 Weave-It
1 ½ oz. Germantown Worsted
1 Bone Crochet Hook

Weave thirteen squares. Assemble as shown in the diagram. Turn under squares A, B, C, & D. At the same time folding corners shown by the dotted line. Join these edges together and finish with one row of single crochet around the inside edge.

***************

List showing the number of squares obtainable in various weights of yarn and linen.

Germantown: 1 oz. will make 12 squares.

½  "  "  5  "

Yorkshire Worsted: 1 oz. will make 20 squares.

Glow Crinkle: 1 oz. will make 19 squares.

Linen: 1 tube, 200 yds. will make 25 squares.

Knitting Worsted: 1 oz. will make 8 squares.
DIRECTIONS FOR SEWING SQUARES TOGETHER

Hold two squares together matching the corners and loops exactly. With yarn sew over and over into each loop drawing the thread rather tightly. When joining squares of different colors, either color may be used for sewing. Bury the ends by threading them back into the seam for an inch. Press flat on both sides with a damp cloth and a medium hot iron. Sew squares into strips and strips together to make desired article.

To make perfect squares, straighten out the square by pushing the yarn back against the pins on all sides before removing from frame.

***************

In the directions that have been given in this booklet various types of yarn have been specified. However, practically any type of yarn can be used on the Weave-It. Germantown has been suggested more than any other type as it produces a good, full-bodied square when finished, whereas lighter weight yarns naturally will produce a much looser weave or texture, however, this is desirable in certain types of work.

Little Girl's Dress
2 Year Size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yoke</th>
<th>Skirt</th>
<th>Sleeve</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Materials

1 Weave-It
3 oz. Yarn
1 Bone crochet hook
1 Ball light weight Angora white
1 pr. Steel knitting needles #12

Weave fifty-six squares and assemble as shown in diagram, leaving yoke open at left side of front. Press each section with damp cloth.

Sew skirt to yoke. Gather five squares to fit three squares of front of yoke and five squares to fit back of yoke. Close open side of skirt.

With steel knitting needles, pick up and knit sixty-four stitches for cuff of sleeve. Knit two, purl two for six rows. Change to Angora and knit two, purl two for one more row. Cast off loosely. Sew sleeve into armhole arranging so most of the gathers come on either side of the top of shoulder.
Finish neck with Angora. Make one row single crochet. On second round make three loops on right side of opening at front of yoke, around neck make a piquot of three chain stitches every fifth single crochet. Left side of opening is finished with second row of single crochet. Fasten with three purl buttons.

Bottom of skirt may be finished with one row, single crochet, or turned under one-half square and hemmed according to length desired.

BABY COAT

Material: 5 oz. Germantown Worsted
1 Weave-It.
1 pr. #3 Knitting Needles
1 Bone Crochet Hook

Make two fronts, two front yokes, two sleeves and two cuffs. Assemble as shown in diagram. Pick up fifty-six stitches at neck for collar starting in the middle of the front square of the front yoke and knit one row, purl one row, having the knit side in the inside. Bind off and crochet one row around the whole coat.